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MEMORANDUM FOR: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 

March 23, 1976 

CO ENTS ON OUR DRAFT Q&A ON 
NUCLEAR POWER MORATORIUM 

Attached at Tab A are the comments received on the draft 
Q&A circulated last Friday. Comments were received from 
EPA, CEQ, Seidman, OMB, FEA, ERDA, NSC, Commerce and NRC. 
No comments received from Hartmann or Morton. Marsh, 
Friedersdorf, Buchen and Scowcroft indicated draft was OK. 

A revised draft is attached at Tab B. I propose that we 
attach this to the briefing paper for the meeting on 
Thursday. 

' 





DRAFT 
NUCLEAR MORATORIUN oW' 

Q. The people of this state will soon be voting on the question 
of whether or not to slow down or stop the development of 
nuclear powerplants. What is your position on this question? 

A. I don't believe it would be proper for me to attempt to tell 
the people of th1s state how to vote on a specific issue 
that will be before you in a state election. 

I will share with you my thoughts on the general subject of 
nuclear power. 

First, we are now in the 18th year of commercial nuclear 
power production in the United States. In total the 
Nation's commercial nuclear plants represent several 
hundred years of operating experience -- without a 
single death from a nuclear accident. That's a good 
record. The 57 plants now operating are supplying about 
9 percent of our electrical power. 

Second, even though we have an excellent safety record, I 
believe we must continue our efforts to assure it remains 
so in the years ahead. As one step, I have asked for more 
funds in 1977 for both the Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
(NRC) and ERDA for reacto~ safety R&D~ -

· uclear fuel wastes at 
Third, we are now saf71Y sto~~n~u~t accelerate our efforts 
nuclear power plant s1tes. environmentally acceptable 
to provide for safe, secure, stora e of these nuclear 

' 

transportation and long-ter~ed fun~s for a major expansion 
• wastes. I have also reques 

.. ~ of programs to do this· 

v Fourth, in January 1975, I activated NRC as an independent 
regulatory agency for commercial nuclear power. Ensuring 
the safety of nuclear powerplants is the primary respon
sibility of that agency. I have increased both the funding 
and manpower for th~ NRC so that it has the resources it 
needs to carry out this and its other important assignments 
in the nuclear area. 

~~ ~~.-~.t ..... 
1 ~ixth, there are many other important aspects of nuclear power 

which should be considered when making such important 

determinations about nuclear power's future. For example, 

I understand that electricity produced by nuclear power in 

California, as elsewhere, would be a good deal cheaper than 

any other available alternative and could reduce California's 

needs for imported oil or other high cost fossil fuel supplies. 

' 



Finally, I recognize that there are still a number of 
responsible people in the. country that have legitimate 
concerns and questions about nuclear power. This is quite 
understandable. We should expect questio~s about 

~,,technology;- It's important that we respond to these question .. 
/-/I can assure you that the energy and environmental agencies 

~ reporting to me will do everything they can to answer 
!' questions that come to them. I have every confidence that 

( 
the independent NRC will also address fully any questions 
that come to its attention. 

technologies that are just achieving wide-scale application . 

' 



PER RAY WALTERS ..... . 

Q&A ON NUCLEAR MORATORIUM 

PARA. #1 

Ref the President saying he will not tell the people 

how to vote ..... . 

Walters and company seem to remember that the President 

in a speech in Sacramento last October said that he 

was opposed to the moratorium issue and people should 

not vote for it •.•. therefore he may have gone on record 

as opposing it. 

REF NUCLEAR WASTE 

This is a growing issue in California NOTE: Storage facilities 

for large scale nuclear wates are not needed until the 1980s 

and ERDA has mounted a major program of development and 

demonstration for such storage facilities 

THIS HAS BEEN COORDINATED WITH ROBERTS' AREA ' 



NUCLEAR MORATORIC2·: 

Q. The people of this state will soon be voting on the question 
of whether or not to slow down o~ stop the development of 
nuclear powerplants. What ~s your position on this questi on? 

A. I don't believe it would be proper for me to attempt to tell 
the people of this state how to vote on a specific issue 
that will be before you in a state election. 

I will share with you my thoughts on the general subject of 
nuclear power. 

First, we are now in the 18th y ear of commercial nuclear 
power production in the United States. In total the 
Nation's commercial nuclear plan~s represent several 
hundred years of operating experLence -- without a 
single death from a nuclear accident. That's a good 
record. The 57 plants now operating are supplying about 
9 percent of our electrical power. 

Second, even though we have an excellent safety record, I 
believe we must continue our e=forts to assure it remains 
so in the years ahead. As one step, I have asked for more 
funds in 1977 for both the Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
(NRC) and ERDA for reactor safety R&D. I have also 
requested funds for a major expansion of programs to provide 

.safe, secure, and environmentally acceptable transport~tioq 
an<;~ st'l!g~ for nuclear wastes. l &~e. tt. ... i t:/.u A«ai::~ ~{) ~i~ 
~~CL~ ~ ~c.L. ~~.4!J ~ .:L (bk • .J~ ~ ~ tk.:J 
Third, in January 1975, I act ivated NRC as an independent 
regulatory agency for commercial nuclear power. Ensuring 
the safety of nuclear powerplants is the primary respon
sibility of that agency. I hav e increased both the funding 
and manpower for the NRC so that it has the resources it 
needs to carry out its importan~ assignments. 

Fourth, the question of nuclear safety has been looked at 
in detail by a number of very cc~petent, objective, and 
expert people who have expressec grea t confidence in i t s 
safety. Also, my environrnenta ::. ad•1isers have also told me 
that they find nuclear energy · · e~ -.; acreptable from a n 
environmenta l po i nt o f v iew. 

Final ly , I r ecognize that the=e ~=e stil' a number o f 
r espon s i ble people n the c ou-.:. ~:::· -:.~ ':tt have leg 1. tima tc> 
conce r n s and questions about n~c~ear powe r. This is qu ite 
understandable . We s hou ld ex~ec-:. ques t i ons abou t any ~e~ 
technolog y. It 's impor tant tha= ~~ respond to these quest~cn 
I can a ssure you thdt the Pne::~ a~d enviro nmenta l age.cics 
r e portlng to me will d o everyt~~-g they c an to a nswer 
questions that come t o t h em. = ::-.a•;e eve ry con fidence thu. l 
the independent NRC wi 11 als', a.l.:r ~8 c_; fully any questions 
t hat come to its dtten tio n . ----- - -

' 



::~l··· ·. ~. A~JA~....... ~ I_~RA,{T ~ Q~'~: ~ NUCLEAR MORATORIUM ~~ ~ 

Q. The ~ople of this state will soon be voting on the question 
of whether or not to slow down or stop the development of 
nuclear powerplants. What is your position on this question? 

A. I don't believe it would be proper for me to attempt to tell 
the people of this state how to vote on a specific issue 
that will be before you in a state election. 

I will share with you my thoughts on the general subject of 
nuclear power. 

First, we are now in the 18th year of commercial nuclear 
power production in th~ United States. In total the 
Nation's commercial nuclear plants represent several 
hundred years of operating experience -- without a 
single death from a nuclear accident. That's a good 
record. The 57 plants now operating are supplying about 
9 percent of our electrical power. 

Second, even though we have an excellent safety record, I 
believe we must continue our efforts to assure it remains 
so in the years ahead. As one step, I have asked for more 

~ funds in 1977 for both the Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
/,• ~ flU (NRC) and ERDA for reactor safety R&D. I have also 
~~ t ~ requested funds for a major expansion of programs to provide 
~~~ ~ safe, secure, and environmentally acceptable transportation 
.f" ~ ~~ and storage for nuclear wastes. 

r~~~~ Third, in January 1975, I activated NRC as an independent 
~ p--U regulatory agency for commercial nuclear power. Ensuring 

the safety of nuclear powerplants is the primary respon-
LIIl JIJAJ_ -{sibili ty of that agency. I have increased both the funding 
·t~ ~ ~ and manpower for the NRC so that it has the resources it 
• I w~r ~ needs to carry out its important assignments. 

Fourth, the question of nuclear safety has been looked at 
in detail by a number of very competent, objective, and 
expert people who have expressed great confidence in its 
safety. Also, my environmental advisers have ~ told me 

d).J -~ that !!hey fifti nacleaz Energ:y o E£) iHi''i''i'fi'di?lale1from an 
b ~ environmental point of view~~~ it' ~ tr~ ,.et..t-~( ~ 

ft ~ ~ tf.Jia, rw. ~ Aoldh*"rC. ~~..,. £. ~ tzc.. ~1- w'f44: u...J. 
~ Finally, I recognize that there are still. a number of 
1~~~ responsible people in the country that have legitimate 
~. ,~~) a~ concerns and questions about nuclear power. This is quite 
,_

1
{¥.,,-~~ understandable. We should expect questions about any new 

~~ ~ • technology. It's important that we respond to these questions. 
~~ ~~,~~ I can assure you that the energy and environmental agencies 
~r- · reporting to me will do everything they can to answer 
f.tltiA" ~':l'l~( questions that come to them. I have every confidence that 
~1 ~ ~~'4 the independent NRC will also address fully any questions 
·- J ~~~ that come to its attention. 

~ u s~~-~l---------------------------~=-~~~---~~~ 
,. ,.. (fi' ~I~..- t cA..._ ,W: ~ ff' \ "t. ~ 1:'. ~ fAW. (It} • "\~ ~( 
~ .~. t ... ~, tJ(. lf ~ J.' I).U 14.#. fA"" 
~ t-- ~~\~li,~U....,d<. 
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THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 

March 19, 1976 

MEMORANDUM FOR: DICK 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: Q&A N NUCLEAR MORATORIUM 

Could we please have your comments 
and recommendations on the attached 
Q&A by Noon on Monday, March 22. 

Attachment 

' 



• DRAFT 
NUCLEAR MORATORIUM 

Q. The people of this state will soon be voting on the question 
of whether or not to slow down or stop the development of 
nuclear powerplants. What is your position on this question? 

A. I don't believe it would be proper for me to attempt to tell 
the people of this state how to vote on a specific issue 
that will be before you in a state election. 

I will share with you my thoughts on the general subject of 
nuclear power. 

,... ~ 
I ---""" 

First, we are now in the 18th year of commercial nuclear 
power production in th~ United States. In total the 
Nation's commercial nuclear plants represent several 
hundred years of operating experience -- without a 
single death from a·nuclear accident. That's a good 
record. The 57 plants now operating are supplying about 
9 percent of our electrical power. 

r -~ S~, even though we have an excellent safety record, I 
~ 1believe we must continue our efforts to assure it remains 

I 
f/V"'h-' so in the years ahead. As one step, I have asked for more 

funds in 1977 for both the Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
(NRC) and ERDA for reactor safety R&D. I have also 
requested funds for a major expansion of programs to provide 
safe, secure, and environmentally acceptable transportation 
and storage for nuclear wastes. r ~ 

~~' in January 1975, I activatedaiip as an independent 
'~~ regulatory agency for commercial nucTear power. Ensuring 

the safety of nuclear powerplants is the primary respon
sibility of that agency. I have increased both the funding 
and manpower for the NRC so that it has the resources it 
needs to carry out its import~nt ass~gnments. 

J?~~ttb~ the question of nuclear safety has been looked at 
in detail by a number of very competent, objective, ~nd 
expert people who have expressed great confidence in its 
safety. ~189., my environmental advisers have also told::_Je 
that they find1luclear energy~ acceptable from an 
environmental point of view. ~ 

Finally, I recognize that there are, ~~ill a number of 
responsible people in the country~ have legitimate 
concerns and questions about nuclear power. This is quite 
understandable. We should expect questions about any new 
technology. It's important that we respond to these questions. 
I can assure you that the energy and environmental agencies 
reporting to me will do everything they can to answer 
questions that come o them. I have every confidence that 
the independent NRC i ll also address fully any questions 
that come to its at ention. ~t •• ~ 

~ i~ I ~(...( ... ...., n.--.. 
~...-.~ ~ •r~ "t- J ~ 1 ir f.t.J"'p.l:"? 

~·~ +o .... --k,a~--
~ ~,..,.,·t ~ ~tt~.s.- --
~ ..... ~ -.. •. , , N4p.-"l.lt. ·~" .•• 
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March 22, 1976 

Glenn: ,:~ 
The attached memo has appended to it your 
original Q&A and my mark-up of it. Rosenberg's 
people gave me an extensive rewrit~ but I had 
no time to try to compare the Rosenberg version 
with mine. Zausner felt my mark-up was OK. 
Have not heard from Zarb or Hill. 

If you can call me on this before 4:30, I 
would be grateful. I am catching a plane 
and have to leave at 4:30. 

Paul Dragoumis 

' 
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FEDERAL ENERGY ADMINISTRATION 

March 18, 1976 

MEMORANDUM FOR FRANK G. ZARB 
JOHN A. HILL 
.ERIC R. ZAUSNER 
WILLIAM G. ROSENBERG 

ORIGINAL SIGNED 
FROM: PAUL DRAGOUMrS BY P. DRAGOUMIS 

SUBJECT: Q&A FOR THE PRESIDENT ON THE CALIFORNIA 
INITIA'l':IVE 

Glenn Scbleede has asked me specifically to distribute 
to you for comment the attached draft Q&A intended for the 
President's briefing book. 

I have taken the liberty of marking my comments on a 
duplicate copy also attached. Would you please let me know 
whether my mark-up is satisfactory. 

Attachments 

PDragoumis/mep/3-18-76/X 6241 
cc: Subject Filev' 

Reading File 

CONCURRENCES 

SYMBOL • 

SURNAME • 

DATE • 

FEA-1'-47 GPO : 11?5 0 - 588-400 OFFICIAL FILE COPY 

' 
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NUCLEAR MORATORIU~l DRAFT 

Q. The people of this state will soon be voting on the question 
of whether or not to slow down or stop the development of 
nuclear powerplants. What is your position on this question? 

A. I don't believe it would be proper for me to a·ttempt to tell 
the people of this state how to vote on a specific issue 
that will be before you in a state election • 

I wi~l share ·with-you-~~ ~heughts on the general subject of 
nuclear power. 

Fir-st, we are now in the 18th year of commercial nuclear 
power production in the United States. In total the 
Nation's commercial nu~ear plants represent several 
hundred years of operating experience -- without a 
single death from a nuclear accident. That's a good 
rec-ex4='-~.: The~? =pl~~OW=;Op~in~r...e-:;s~¥4.n:9=al?out 
9 percent of our electrica-l-power. · - · 

Second, even though we have an excellent safety record, I 
believe we must continue our efforts·to assure it remains 
so in the years ahead. As one step, I have asked for more 
funds in 1977 for both the Nucle~r Regulatory Commission 
(NRC) and ERDA for reactor safety R&D. I have also 
requested funds for a major expansion of programs to provide 
safe, secure, and environmentally acceptable transportation 
and storage for nuclear wastes. 

Third, in January 1975, I activated NRC as an independent 
regulatory agency for commercial nuclear power. Ensuring 
the safety of nuclear powerplants is the primary respon
sibility of that agency. I have increased both the funding 
and manpower for the NRC so that it has the resources it 
needs to carry out its important assignments. 

Fourth, the question of nuclear safety has been looked at 
in detail by a number of very co~petent, objective, and 
expert people who · have expressed great confidence in its 
safety. Also I my environmental advisers have a·lso told me 
that they find nuclear energy very acceptable from an 

_environmental point of view. 

Finally, I recognize that there are still a number of 
responsible people in the count:-:· that have legitimate 
concerns and questions about nuclear power. This is quite 
understandable. We should expect questions about any new 
technology. It • s important that \\·e respond to these questions. 
I can assure you that the energy and environmental agencies 
reporting to me will do everything they can to answer 
questions that come to them. I ~ave every confidence that 
the independent NRC wi 11 also acdress fully any quest·ions 
that come to its attention. 

' 



Q. 

A. 

NUCLEAR MORATORIU~l DRAFT 

The people of this state will soon be voting on the question 
of whether or not to slow down or stop th~ development of 
nuclear powerplants. What is your ~osition on this question? 

~~\~ ~\(~ el eosrt.\OV\ 
I don't believe it would be ~r for me to at:tempt: toe tell· 

;::tP<&ii~~h::!:e&;::&i:o: =~a~:~:l~~t~o~:ecific issue ~v,h ' 

I will shar~·with you my -~houghts on the generar subject o£ 
nuclear ·power . 

First, we .are now in the 18th year of commercial nuclear 
power production in the Uriited States. In total the-~,~ 
Haeiea' ~~~&Ui5~ Rli"'&&Ji" plaa-&s represen~ several 
hundredf\Years of~perating experience -- iii"thO'tli: a . 
&~~1& ~&a~a_ f5&• a·~8elear aeeiaent. That's a~~eeav~e~~\\~4 
reeerd,,;_~ The -=:57 :=plant;s-fnow,:-:.:epsr'lil~~~re::su~-:-!a«J=a~~:r--. 
9 percent of our electrical power. - · · · -- -~--

. . '1""-'A"\ ~\S 
~ er,reR "thetliJft lie he:ve &fl e xcellent saf 
9J:believe we must continue our e fforts·to assure~~~~~~ 

9& in the years ahead. As one step, I have asked for more 
funds in 1977 for both the Nucle~r Regulatory Commission 
(NRC) and ERDA1 for reactor safety R&D. I have also 
requested funds for a major expansion of programs to provide 
safe, secure, and environmentally acceptable transportation 
and storage for nuclear wastes. 

Third, in January 1975, I activated NRC as an independent 
regulatory agency for commercial nuclear power. Ensuring 
the safety of nuclear powerplants is the primary respon
sibility of that agency. I have increased both the fundinq 
and manpower for the NRC so that it has the resources it 

~c<'v -\:'"'3ed ·\,~ 
Fourth, iMa 11••••••z of nuclear safety has been leeltea at 

\(11\#t..". ~ i:n tie~ail ey a Hl:URee£. of TJO£Y CO!npetent, objective,\ a~~ 
1 expert Peo:Q~ who · have expressed great confidence i~ ~ . · 

d.c.vt"'~t"\('~~~~~.ct~._$.!'so:41ny environmental advisers have Mile told me _ 
that they find nuclear energy very acceptable from an 

aeeas,~s eaMJ!i:Y 88~ i~!! iM{!5ert!ant aaai~IIMcnta. 

. environmental point of view. \A~'.~G"l 

Finally, I recognize t~t there are still a number of (r"- · 
responsible people in the cou::.tr:· that have legitimate 
concerns and questions about nuclear power. This is ~uite 
understandable. We should expect questions about any new 
technology. It • s important tha-c ·.~-e respond to these questions. 
I can assure you that the energy a:ld environmental agencies 
reporting to me will do everything they can to answer 
quest:ions that come to them. I ~ave every c·onfidence that 
the independ~nt NRC will also aedress fully any questions 
that come to its attention. 

' 
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Fifth, our studies of the national energy outlook 
over the next ten years show the need for rapid 
growth in nuclear energy as well as each of our 
other domestic fuels if we are to make needed 
strides toward energy independence. 

, 



Rt~/.1 '' 
Allfl -f: 

Sdjttt: 

I LDI.l .\ L E. f:RC1 

William G. Rosenberg 
Assistant Administrator 

11NISTRATIO 

ERD Comments on Q&A for the President -
on the California Initiative 

Paul Dragoumis 
Office of Policy and Analysis 

Attached is a proposed review of the subject Q&A for the 
President's briefing book. 

ERD's suggested revisions would accomplish three principle 
changes in the proposed Q&A as follows: 

1. Have the President make note of the 
favorable economics of nuclear power and its 
current and projected role in the sense of 
consumer savings, jobs and domestic energy 
resources. 

2. Have the President admit that answers 
to all questions are not yet in hand and that 
additional work to answer valid questions is 
needed and is underway. 

3. On the other hand, have the President 
note that we cannot expect a totally risk free 
future and that perfect answers to all 
postulated questions is not possible before 
proceeding. 

We hope these suggestions are responsive to the input requested 
by OMB. If there is need for further input from ERD, please 
contact Bob Hanfling directly. 

This specific OMB request for input to the President's briefing 
book would suggest the preparation of other similar Q&A's 
relative to the California Initiative. For example, (1) plans 
for FEA testimony before the California assembly; (2) the 
University of Texas Study of the possible effects of this 
initiative; {3) the role FEA or the Administration expects to 
play relative to the public debate on nuclear power, or (4) a 
more general statement on State/Federal cooperation on the 
resolution of domestic energy resource development decisions. 

FEA-F-42 (6/74 

' 
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If such additional Q&A's are desired by OMB, we are 
most willing to participate in their preparation. 

Attachment 

cc: Frank Zarb 
John Hill 
Eric Zausner 

' 



NUCLEAR MORATORIUM 

ERD PROPOSED REVISION 

Q. The people of this state will soon be voting on the question 
of whether or not to slow down or stop the development of 
nuclear powerplants. What is your position on this question? 

A. I don't believe it would be appropriate for me to take a 
position on a specific issue such as this in a State election. 

I will share with you my general thoughts on nuclear power. 

First, we are now in the 18th year of commercial nuclear 
power production in the United States. In total this Nation 
has recorded several hundred plant years of safe and economic 
operating experience. The 57 plants now operating are supply
ing about 9 percent of our electrical power. In 1975 these 
plants saved consumers more than $ in their electricity 
bills. .These savings are expected to improve as more plants 
come into operation. 

Second, to date the safety record of the nuclear industry has 
been better than any other industry in history. While we can_ 
take pride in this unpara],leled achievement. _we must_ not rest ... on 
our current successes. We must extend these efforts to assure 
continuance of this safety record. Accordingly, in January 1975 
the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) was established as an 
independent agency responsible for assuring the future safety of 
commercial nuclear power plants. 

Third, to support this effort, I have increased both the funding anc 
manpower for the NRC so that it has the resources it n-eeds to 
carry out its important assignment. In addition, I haverequested 
funds for a major expansion of programs by the Energy Research 
and Development Administration in nuclear reactor safety and to 
provide safe, secure and environmentally acceptable transporta
tion and storage for nuclear wastes. 

Fourth, nuclear safety has -been scrutinized by many competent,-' 
objective and expert people. They strongly support the safety 
aspects of nuclear power and recommend expanded use of this 
valuable domestic energy resource. In addition my environmental 
advisors note that nuclear power is one of the least environ
mentally damaging major current energy resources.-

Fifth, our studies of the national energy outlook show the need 
for growth in nuclear energy as well as our other domestic fuels 
if we are to make needed strides toward energy independence and 
provide adequate energy resources at the low prices needed to 
maintain the Nation's employment levels. 
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Finally, I recognize that there are a significant number 
of responsible and sincere people in the country that 
have concerns and questions about nuclear power. We 
should expect questions about any relatively new technology. 
It is important that we both respond to these questions 
to the best of our capability and undertake those further 
steps needed to assure that satisfactory responses to 
valid questions are forthcoming. On the other hand, I do 
not believe it is in our Nation's best interest to wait 
for the perfect or ultimate answers to all postulated ques
tions before proceeding. Such an approach could bring our 
society and economy to a standstill. I can assure you that 
this Administration's energy and environmental agencies will 
continue to do everything they can to answer questions that 
come to them in an open and candid manner. 

' 
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ADMINISTRATIVELY CONFIDIENTIAL 

THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 

MEMORANDUM FOR: WILL 

FROM: GLEN 

SUBJECT: Q&A NUCLEAR MORATORIUM 

May we please have your comments and recommendations 
for improvement on the attached Q&A by COB, Friday, 
March 19. 

A telephone response will be fine. Thanks. 

Attachment 

ADMINISTRATIVELY CONFIDENTIAL 

EYES ONLY 
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DRAFT 
NUCLEAR HORATORIUM 

Q. The people of this state will soon be voting on the question 
of whether or not to slow dmvn or stop the development of 
nuclear powerplants. What is your position on this question? 

A. I don't believe it would be proper for me to attempt to tell 
the people of this state how to vote on a specific issue 
that will be before you in a state elecition. 

I will share ·t-~ith you my ·thoughts on the general subject of 
nuclear power. 

First, we are now in the 18th year of commercial nuclear 
pmver production in th~ United States . In total the 
Nation's commercial nuclear plants represent several 
hundred years of operating experience -- \vithout a 
single death from a nuclear accident. That's a good 
record. The 57 plants now operating are supplying about 
9 percent of our electrical power. 

Second, even though we have an excellent safety record, I 
believe we must continue our efforts to assure it remains 
so in the years ahead. As one step, I have asked for more 
funds in 1977 for both the Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
(NRC) and ERDA for reactor safety R&D. I have also 
requested funds for a major expansion of programs to provide 
safe, secure, and environmentally acceptable transportation 
and storage for nuclear wastes. 

Third, in January 1975, I activated NRC as an independent 
regulatory agency for corru-:tercial nuclear pmver. Ensuring 
the safety of nuclear powerplants is the primary respon
sibility of that agency. I have increased both the funding 
and manpower for the NRC so that it has the resources it 
needs to carry out its important assignments. 

Fourth, the question of nuclear safety has been looked at 
in detail by a number of very competent, objective, and 
expert people who have expressed great confidence in its 
safety. Also, my environmental advisers have also told me 
that they find nuclear energy very acceptable from an 
environmental point of vie\v. 

Finally, I recognize that there are still a number of 
responsible people in the country that have legitimate 
concerns and questions about nuclear power. This is quite 
understandable. We should expect questions about any ne\v 
technology . It's important that we respond to these questions. 
I can assure you that the energy and environmental agencies 
reporting to me will do everything they can to answer 
questions that come to them . I have every confidence that 
the independent NRC \vill also address fully any questions 
that come to its attention. 
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DRAFT 
NUCLEAR MORATORIUM 

The people of this state will soon be voting on the question 
of whether or not to slow down or stop the development of 
nuclear powerplants. What is your position on this question? 

I don't believe it would be proper for me to attempt to tell 
the people of this state how to vote on a specific issue 
that will be before you in a state election. ~ 

I will share with you my thoughts on the general subject of 
nuclear power. 

First, we are now in the 18th year of commercial nuclear ~~· ~ 
power production in th~ United States. In total the ~ t:' ~~ 
Nation's commercial nuclear plants represent several ~ ~ J' - .. 
~~~:I:dd~=~~sf~~mo~e~~~i~~re~~~~~=~~~ -;h:~~~o~tg~od ~1 
record. The 57 plants now operating are s~pp!ying about, ~: 
9 percent of our electrical power ~ ~ tho· •-, ~ r f~-e _c:.. 
~· ~,.__~1 l ~ ~~~~ 
Second, even though we have an excellent safety record, I 
believe we must continue our efforts to assure it remains 
so in the years ahead. As one step, I have asked for more 
funds in 1977 for both the Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
(NRC) and ERDA for reactor safety R&D. I have also 
requested funds for a major expansion of programs to provide 
safe, secure, and environmentally acceptable transportation 
and storage for nuclear wastes. 

Third, in January 1975, I activated NRC as an independent 
regulatory agency for commercial nuclear power. Ensuring 
the safety of nuclear powerplants is the primary respon
sibility of that agency. I have increased both the funding 
and manpower for the NRC so that it has the resources it 
needs to carry out its important assignments. ~~ 

J.._~;,, ·~ , tl 

Fourth, the question of nuclear safety has been looked at 
in detail by a number of ~ competent, objective, and 
expert people who have expressed g at confidence in its 
safety. [).lso, m~· ~x:t:virenmental advisers· have also told me 
tha~ they £ind nuclear energy very ae~eptable from an 
environmental poiat of vier..i 

Finally, I recognize that there are still a number of 
responsible people in the country that have legitimate 
concerns and questions about nuclear power. This is quite 
understandable. We should expect questions about any new 
technology . It 's important that we respond to these questions. 
I can assure you that the energy and environmental agencies 
reporting to me will do everything they can to answer 
questions that come to them . I have every confidence that 
the independent NRC will also address fully any questions 
that come to its attention. 
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UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY 
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20460 

March 23, 1976 

MEMORANDUM FOR MR. GLENN SCHLEEDE 
Domestic Council 

SUBJECT: Draft Q & A 

Attached is a written version of the suggested revision of 

OFFICE OF THE 
ADMINISTRATOR 

the Q&A on nuclear power. I phoned these to Karen this morning. 

As we discussed, we do not believe that the Administrator 
would be willing to stand behind the final sentence in paragraph 6 
in your draft . 

We believe he would be supportive of the additional clause 
added at the end of paragraph 3. 

Attachment 

St~Plehn 
Executive Assistant 

to the Administrator 
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NUCLEAR MORATORIUM 

Q. The people of this state will soon be voting on the question of 
whether or not to slow down or stop the development of nuclear 
powerplants. What is your position on this question? 

A. I don't believe it would be proper for me to attempt to tell the 
people of this state how to vote on a specific issue that will 
be before you in a State election. 

I will share with you my thoughts on the general subject of nuclear 
power. 

First, we are now in the 18th year of commercial nuclear power 
production in the United States. In total the Nation's commercial 
nuclear plants represent several hundred years of operating 
experience -- without a single death from a nuclear accident. 
That's a good record. The 57 plants now operating are supplying 
about 9 percent of our electrical power and, my environmental 
advisors inform me, with far less pollution of the air than combustion 
of fossil fuels. 

Second, even though we have an excellent safety record, I believe 
we must continue our efforts to assure it remains so in the years 
ahead. As one step, I have asked for more funds in 1977 for both 
the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) and ERDA for reactor 
safety R&D. I have also requested funds for a major expansion of 
programs to provide safe, secure, and environmentally acceptable 
transportation and storage for nuclear wastes. 

Third 1 in January 19 7 5, I activated NRC as an independent regulatory 
agency for commercial nuclear power. Ensuring the safety of nuclear 
powerplants is the primary responsibility of that agency. I have 
increased both the funding and manpower for the NRC so that it has 
the resources it needs to carry out its important assignments. NRC 
will implement the environmental standards being developed by EPA. 

Fourth, the question of nuclear safety has been looked at in detail 
by a number of (very) competent, objective I and expert people who 
have expressed (great) confidence in its safety. 

Finally I I recognize that there are still a number of responsible 
people in the country that have legitimate concerns and questions 
about nuclear power. This is quite understandable. We should expect 
questions about any new technology. It's important that we respond 
to these questions. I can assure you that the energy and environmental 
agencies reporting to me will do everything they can to answer questions 
that come to them. I have every confidence that the independent NRC will 
also address fully any questions that come to its attention. 
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do everying they can to answer questions that come to 
them. I have every confidence that the independent 
NRC will also fully address any questions that come to 
its attention. 

- - ---- . ~ 
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NUCLEAR MORATORIUtl 

Q. The people of this State will soon be voting on the question 
of whether or not to slow down or stop the development of nuclear 
powerplants. What is your position on this question? 

A. I don't believe it would be proper for me to attempt to tell 
the people of this State how to vote on a specific issue that 
will be before you in a State election. 

I will share with you my thoughts on the general subject of 
nuclear power. 

First, we are now in the 18th year of commercial nuclear power 
production in the United States. In total the Nation's 
commercial nuclear plants represent several hundred plant years 
of operating experience -- without a single death from a nuclear 
accident. That's a good record. 

Second, even though we have an excellent safety record, I 
believe we must continue our efforts to assure it remains so 
in the years ahead. As one step, I have asked for more funds 
in 1977 for both the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) and 
ERDA for reactor safety R&D. I have also requested funds for a 
major expansion of programs to provide safe, secure, and 
environmentally acceptable transportation and storage for nuclear 
wastes. 

Third, in January 1975, I activated NRC as an independent 
regulatory agency for commercial nuclear power. Ensuring the 
safety of nuclear powerplants is the primary responsibility 
of that agency. I have increased both the funding and manpower 
for the NRC so that it has the resources it needs. 

Fourth, the question of safety has been looked at in detail by 
a number of competent, objective, and expert people who have 
expressed confidence in the safety of nuclear plants. Also, 
my environmental advisers have also told me that nuclear 
energy is preferable from an environmental point of view. 

Fifth, the 57 plants now operating are supplying about 9 
percent of our nation's electrical power. Generating this 
amount of power with oil-fired plants would mean increasing 
our oil imports by about 1 million barrels per day. Thus 
nuclear power is already making a substantial contribution 
to our energy needs. Also, the cost of electricity from 
nuclear plants is much less than from oil-fired plants. 
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Finally, I recognize that there are still a number of 
responsible people in the country that have legitimate 
concerns and questions about nuclear power. This is quite 
understandable. We should expect questions about technologies 
that are just achieving wide-scale application. It's important 
that we respond to these questions. I can assure you that 
the energy and environmental agencies reporting to me will 
do everything they can to answer questions that come to them. 
I have every confidence that the independent NRC will also 
address fully any questions that come to its attention. 
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OFFICE OF THE VICE PRESIDENT 

WASHINGTON 

April 20, 1976 

MEMORANDUM FOR JIM CANNON 

FROM: JACK VENEMA 
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Has anyth~g ever been done to set up 
a meet~pifwith the California delegation? 
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NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION 
AMES RESEARCH CENTER 

MOFFETT FIELD, CALIFORNIA 94035 

REPLY TO 
ATTN OF: D: 200-1 April 16, 1976 

Mr. John G. Veneman 
Couselor to the Vice President 
Executive Office Building 
Washington, D. C. 20501 

Dear Jack: 

Many thanks for your note and for a copy of the enclosed remarks by the 
President on the California Nuclear Safeguards Initiative. It is a good 
statement, but as far as I know it has received no publicity at all in California. 
Perhaps this is unavoidable given the President's schedule, but I really 
believe that he should take some time out to help us in our fight to prevent 
Proposition 15 from being passed. 

I continue to believe that on a complex technical issue such as this --one, 
people will tend to follow the political leaders they trust. It is therefore 
most important for us first to convince trusted political leaders that Proposition 
15 is wrong, and second, to make certain that the politic~lleaders then 
get the message across to their constituents. What you have sent shows 
me that in the case of the President we have achieved the first objective, 
but not yet the second. 

l"still-'believe~tn~it:;~S.:-most-important-· for; the President -to- work with thel 
California·Congre~si.onal:·l)elegation ah~ get together with theui·a~ so()n J 

"ai:po'iSibTe-to~dis.c:Uss~tliiS:~errliDP.~t~i!t-i~·sti.e::. ~'tliE;~e, rs--:a.-::-reaic1laii2er---·-· --
'that ·we-will1oset''fl1e ganie~uruess this.~ij.appeps;:'~~ h~PP.e~~ soon •. 

I have a couple of public debates on TV lined up in the next few weeks, 
so I should at some point have a better feeling for what people think. 
I will let you know how things go. 

With best personal regards, 

Sincerely yours, 

Hans Mark 
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WASHINGTON 

May 21, 1976 

MEMORANDUM FOR: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: EB REVIEW OF THE 
NUCLEAR SAFETY 

Both of you have mentioned this subject over the last 
few weeks so I am taking the liberty of a single memo 
to give you my understanding of where the matter stands. 

Briefly, I think there is a potential that the EPA 
activity could have an impact on the nuclear debate in 
California. 

The Rasmussen Report is the product of an extensive 
study initiated and sponsored by the AEC and then 
continued by the NRC of the potential incidence 
and consequence of nuclear reactor accidents. 
(Rasmussen is a MIT professor hired as a consultant 
to lead the study.) The study was issued in final 
form several months ago after first being put out 
in draft for comment. 

My understanding of EPA's involvement and plans are 
as follows: 

0 EPA was either invited to or had volunteered 
to testify at hearings scheduled for about 
June 10 before Udall's Subcommittee of the 
House Interior Committee. EPA -- at least 
the lead man on radiation, Bill Rowe --
will testify. 

, 
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EPA has been engaged in a review of the 
Rasmussen Report. Apparently, Rowe and or 
his staff take exception to some of the 
conclusions in the report. More specifically 
that the report: 

underestimates by a factor between 3 and 5 
the number of people effected by an accident 
by making optimistic assumptions regarding 
evacuation rates; 

underestimates by a factor of 2 the long-term 
health effects due to low level radiation 
exposure; and 

does not address all of the issues previously 
raised by EPA. (Not clear what these are.) 

Apparently Rowe does not intend to surface the 
EPA analysis prior to June 11, but Rowe expects 
to have in his hands by about June 28 a draft 
of the analysis. 

It would not be unusual for the EPA draft analysis 
to find its way into the press. The EPA draft analysis 
could impact the June 8 moratorium vote. 

OMB staff, under Jim Mitchell, apparently have 
looked into this matter but may not have come 
up with a solution. I understand they have 
encouraged EPA to discuss their analysis with 
the NRC prior to going public. 

, 
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THE WHITE HOUSE Request 

WASHINGTON 

June 7, 1976 

TO: 

FROM: 

The attached is in response to your 
May 31 request. 

/ 
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THE WHITE ~~~: 
WASHING T ON 

May 21, 1976 

MEMORANDUM FOR: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: EE REVIEW OF THE RASMUSSEN REPO 
NUCLEAR SAFETY 

Both of you have mentioned this subject over the last 
few weeks so I am taking the liberty of a single memo 
to give you my understanding of where the matter stands. 

Briefly, I think there is a potential that the EPA 
activity could have an impact on the nuclear debate in 
California. 

The Rasmussen Report is the product of an extensive 
study initiated and sponsored by the AEC and then 
continued by the NRC of the potential incidence 
and consequence of nuclear reactor accidents. 
(Rasmussen is a MIT professor hired as a consultant 
to lead the study.) The study was issued in final 
form several months ago after first being put out 
in draft for comment. 

My understanding of EPA's involvement and plans are 
as follows: 

0 EPA was either invited to or had volunteered 
to testify at hearings scheduled for about 
June 10 before Udall's Subcommittee of the 
House Interior Committee. EPA -- at least 
the lead man on radiation, Bill Rowe --
will testify. 
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EPA REVIEW OF RASMUSSEN REPORT 
ON NUCLEAR SAFETY 

Status as of 10:00 A.M., June 7 

NRC Review. NRC staff members, lead by Mr. Saul Levine, 
started late last week a review of the EPA critique of 
the Rasmussen report. EPA would not allow NRC to take 
the report away for a review, so the review was 
occurring in EPA offices. Late Friday afternoon, 
June 4, the NRC team was told that the review would 
have to be discontinued until work resumed on Monday. 
Apparently an appeal was made to the Office of the 
Administrator at EPA and this condition was reversed, 
allowing the review to continue over the weekend. 

NRC Staff Views of EPA Report. Informally, I understand 
that the NRC review group: 

believes the EPA report to be substantively deficient 
and in error in some places; 

believes the conclusions would be incorrect; 

is concerned that the report, when made public, 
will be perceived as a significant technical 
contribution and used as an argument that nuclear 
power plants are not as safe as the Rasmussen report 
concluded; 

recognizes that the EPA radiation staff, lead by 
Mr. Bill Rowe, is very unhappy about having the 
NRC review the EPA report before it is made public; 

is concerned that the EPA staff may charge that 
EPA has been subjected to pressure concerning the 
report. 

EPA's Plans for Next Steps. 

Place their report in the EPA public documents 
room on Thursday, June 10. 

Rowe will testify on the review before the Udall 
subcommittee of House Interior. (NRC will also 
testify.) 

OMB Plans. 

Anticipates reviewing draft EPA testimony tomorrow 
and NRC testimony shortly thereafter. 
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Plans to hold a meeting with EPA and NRC staff to 
review the testimony and probably to discuss 
differences of opinion on the EPA report. 

NRC Activities. 

NRC staff is preparing a written critique of the 
EPA report. 

Saul Levine has offered to sit down with Bill Rowe 
of EPA to discuss the draft EPA report. 

Possible Next Steps 

Promoting an early meeting between NRC Chairman 
Rowden and Mr. Train on the report. 

Suggest to NRC that they be prepared to make 
public their criticism of the EPA report at the 
same time the EPA report becomes public. 

, 




